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Abstract: Utilizing the Partial Element Equivalent Circuit (PEEC) method to simulate electromagnetic 
structures attached to linear and nonlinear circuits has been proved to be a promising approach for this 
type of problems. The PEEC method offers an equivalent circuit for any electromagnetic structure which 
in turn can be connected to any linear or nonlinear circuit. A blocked structure exists in the resulted 
system matrix. This pattern offers an opportunity to devise customized factorization methods to solve the 
system of equations in a faster and optimal way. In this paper, a novel factorization technique has been 
proposed which reduces the computational cost to a great extent. Instead of calculating the LU 
factorization of the whole system at each iteration, the LU factorization has been obtained by updating the 
LU factorization at the previous iteration with much fewer numerical operations. A great speed up in the 
simulation has been achieved. 
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1. Introduction 
 
Nowadays, most applications in electromagnetic (EM) require a combined simulation of the EM 

structure and circuits connected to it. A vast amount of research in the numerical methods in EM has been 
focused on extending the numerical method to incorporate linear and nonlinear circuits within such that a 
co-simulation of the EM structure and the circuits attached become possible [1], [2]. 

The PEEC method [3] transfers the EM problem into the circuit domain by providing an equivalent 
circuit for the EM structure. This equivalent circuit itself can be combined with any external linear or 
nonlinear circuit. The resulted circuit can be solved in an existing SPICE-like solver with a drawback of 
the solution time which drastically increases as the size of the EM structure increases [4]. The other option 
is to develop a dedicated PEEC solver, and then bring the linear/nonlinear circuits into the solver by 
defining them as ports [5], or by implementing the models of nonlinear SPICE components, such as 
diodes and BJTs and etc., into the developed solver [6]. Although developing a solver and implementing 
the nonlinear component models into it can be a cumbersome task, but on the other hand the developer has 
access to the engine of the solver and can modify and optimize it to obtain a desirable accuracy and 
acceptable speed. 

The system of equations in the combined system includes two sections, one section is the equations of 
the PEEC system obtained by the method, and the second part contains linear or linearized equations for 
the linear and nonlinear circuit components, respectively. The Newton-Raphson algorithm [6] can be used 
for linearization, in which the Taylor’s expansion is applied to nonlinear equations and then an iterative 
process is performed until the solution converges. For each iteration, the system of equations can be 
written in matrix form as Ax=b and should be solved using LU factorization. Between the successive 
iterations, most part of the system matrix A remains the same and only a few rows corresponding to the 



circuit equations change. Therefore, most of the factorization process of the system is identical between 
the consecutive iterations. Also, the system matrix has a fine pattern and can be divided into a number of 
blocks where the changing parts and the identical parts form different blocks in the A matrix. Similar 
blocked structures exist in the system matrices of other numerical methods such as the Boundary Element 
Method (BEM) and algorithms for updating the LU factorization have been proposed for such problems 
[7]. In this paper, a factorization method is proposed that employs the above-mentioned properties of the 
system matrix to avoid the recurring mathematical operations. This method reduces the number of 
algebraic operations to a great extent.  

 
2. The PEEC Method 

 
The PEEC method starts by discretizing the EM structure into volume cells and surface cells, and 

defining the matrix of coefficients of partial inductances and the matrix of coefficients of potentials for the 
volume cells and surface cells, respectively [3]. Then by applying the Galerkin’s method to the integral 
form of Maxwell’s equation and taking the volume integrals, the system of equations can be obtained. In 
general case where linear and nonlinear circuit components are attached to the EM structure, this system 
can be formulated and written as Ax=b where 
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in which R is resistance matrix, Lp is the matrix of coefficients of partial inductances, and Π1 is the 
connectivity matrix and describes the connections between the volume cells and surface cells [8]. Vs and Is 
are source vectors and Φ and IL are the potentials of the surface cells and currents through the volume 
cells, respectively. Matrices F and S come from the fact that P = F-1S where Fii = 1/pii and Sij = pij/pjj, pij 
being the elements of the matrix of coefficients of potential, P [8]. Xckt is a vector containing the circuit 
potential variables Φckt and the circuit current variables Ickt, thus Xckt = [Φckt Ickt]

T. A distinction has been 
made between the PEEC potential/current variables (Φ and IL) and the circuit potential/current variables 
(Φckt and Ickt). A PEEC potential/current variable corresponds to a node/branch of the equivalent circuit 
proposed by the PEEC method, while a circuit potential/current variable corresponds to a non-PEEC 
node/branch imposed by external circuits connected to the EM structure. Retardation is assumed to be 
small and is ignored in this formulation (Quasi-static time domain formulation). Using the Backward 
Euler integration technique for the time derivatives and defining a proper time step, this system can be 
solved in time to obtain the time domain solution of the system.  

The first nP rows of A (first row in matrix notation in (1)) describes KCLs at the PEEC nodes, the next 
nL rows (second row in (1)) presents KVLs for the PEEC branches, and the last nX rows (third row in (1)) 
stands for KCLs and KVLs for the circuit nodes and branches. nP , nL, and nX are the size of Φ, IL, and Xckt 
respectively. M1 relates the KCLs at the PEEC nodes to the circuit currents for PEEC nodes that are 
connected to circuit branches. M2 and M3 describe the KCLs and KVLs for circuit nodes and branches, 
and are generally very sparse. PX is permutation matrix for M2, M3, and Xs which only swaps a few rows 
of these matrices in the factorization process and will be discussed further in section 3. It should be noted 
that between two successive iterations where the time step ∆t does not change, only M2 and M3 might 
change and the remaining of A stays the same. Since the size of M2 and M3 are very small compared to the 



size of Lp and P, most of the mathematical operations of the LU factorization of A during solving Ax = b 
for each iteration are exactly the same and they can be reused for the next iteration. 

 
3. BLOCK LU FACTORIZATION OF THE PEEC SYSTEM MATRIX 

 
Matrix A in (1) can be factorized as A = LU where  
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Multiplying L by U in (4) and comparing the result to (1) will result that F 1/∆t = L11U11. In other words, 
L11U11 is the LU factorization of F 1/∆t which results in 
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in which I  is the identity matrix of the same size as FnP × nP . In the same way, it can be seen that STΠT = 
L11U12 and M1 = L11U13, and since L11= I , 
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Multiplying the second row of L by columns of U results in three equations as follows 
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By substituting L21 from (8), and U12 from (6), and also using the equation F-1ST = P [8], (9) can be written 
as 
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which means that L22U22 is the LU factorization of –(R+Lp/∆t+∆tΠ1P Π1
T). Before calculating the third 

row, it will be proved that (R+Lp/∆t+∆tΠ1P Π1
T) on the right hand side of (11) is a positive definite matrix 

and thus can be factorized as LU without any permutation [9]. Hence it should be proved that for any non-
zero vector x, 
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R is the resistance matrix with positive values on the diagonal. The first term in (12) is xT R x and can be 
expanded as ∑Rii xi

2, which is obviously a positive value for any non-zero vector x. The second term 
xT(Lp/∆t)x is positive since Lp is positive definite [10]. The third term xT(∆tΠ1P Π1

T)x can be written as 
yT(∆tP)y where y=xT Π1, and is positive since P is positive definite [10]. Therefore (12) holds for any x≠0 
and the matrix (R+Lp/∆t+∆tΠ1PΠ1

T) is positive definite, thus having a unique LU factorization without 
permutation. 

Multiplying the third row of L by columns of U results in three equations as follows, 
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where use has been made from substitution from (5), (6), and knowing that F-1ST=P, and also 
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The proposed algorithm depicted in Fig. 1 works differently depending on the change of the time step 
∆t. If ∆t changes, a developed function FACTOR1() will be used, otherwise the function FACTOR2(). 
FACTOR1() LU factorizes the A matrix where for the first nP + nL rows, probable row permutations are 
intentionally eliminated (disabled). By performing the factorization in such a way, the structure of LU of 
A will be consistent with (4) obtained with the block LU factorization, and for example U23 calculated for 
both algorithms will be identical and in the same place. It should be noted that since F/∆t and (R+Lp/∆t 
+∆tΠ1PΠ1

T) are both positive definite, a unique LU factorization without permutation exists for each of 
them. In step (a3), M3 +M2W3 is a generic matrix and there is no guarantee that a LU factorization without 
permutation exists for it in (15). Thus a permutation matrix PX has been introduced. The second developed 
function FACTOR2() is used if ∆t has the same value for two successive iterations. As was mentioned 
before, between two successive iterations where ∆t does not change, only M2 and M3 might change and 
the remaining of A stays the same. Thus, only L31, L32, L33, and U33 might change and the difference 
between the factorization at iteration k and iteration k +1 is the last few rows of L and U in (4). Therefore, 
if the factorization at iteration k is known, factorization at iteration k + 1 can easily be built with a few 
number of operations, as shown in FACTOR2().Thus basically instead of doing a full LU factorization on 
A in each iteration, only steps (b1) and (b2) should be executed. 

Fig. 1. The proposed factorization algorithm. 
 

To get an insight into the reduction of number of flops (the number of floating-point addition, 
subtraction, multiplication, or division) by utilizing this algorithm, the number of flops for each step has 
been calculated. Step (a4) involves calculating W1, W2, and W3 in (16)-(18). W1 is simply a column 
scaling of M2, or W1(i,j) =∆tM2(i,j)F(j,j)-1. Calculation of W2 is more complicated and U22 is needed to be 
inverted. Since U22 is a triangular matrix, only n1=1/3nL

3 flops is needed to invert it (compared to 8/3n3 for 
a general n×n matrix) [9]. PΠ1 is a sparse multiplication of matrix PnP×nP by Π1

T
nP×nL. Π1

T is a sparse matrix 
with at most two elements in each column [8]. Therefore, calculating Π1

T takes at most n2=2nPnL flops. 
Maximum of n3=nPnL flops is required to scale Π1

T by ∆t. Multiplying (∆tPΠ1
T)nP×nL by (U22

-1)nL×nL takes 
n4=(nP)(nL)(2nL-1) flops. Thus in total NW2=n1+n2+n3+n4 flops is required to calculate W2. Finally, W3 
should be calculated from (18) which requires m1=npnX(2nP-1) to calculate W1,(nP×nP )×U13,(nP×nX), 
m2=npnX(2nL-1) to calculate W2,(nP×nL)×U23,(nL×nX), m3=npnX to calculate the summation of the above, 
resulting in a total of NW3=m1+m2+m3 flops. Between iterations until the time step changes, only steps 
(b1) and (b2) are executed that require r1=nXnX(2nP-1) to calculate M2,(nX×nP )×W3,(nP×nX) (15), r2=nX to 
calculate M3+M2W3 (15), r3= 2/3nX

3 to factorize M3+M2W3 (15), r4=nXnP(2nP-1) to calculate M2,(nX×nP 

)×W1,(nP×nP ) (13), r5=nXnL(2nP-1) to calculate M2,(nX×nP )×W2,(nP×nL) (14), which adds up to 
Nb1,b2=r1+r2+r3+r4+r5 flops. Therefore, steps (a4), (b1), and (b2) altogether, take 
N=NW1+NW2+NW3+Nb1,b2=1/3nL

3+O((nP+nL+nX)2) flops, while a full LU factorization of the system matrix 
requires 2/3(nP+nL+nX)3 flops. In other words, the whole steps (a4), (b1), and (b2) together take less 
number of mathematical operations (hence less time) than one LU factorization, as will be seen in the next 



section in the numerical example.  
Finally, it should be noted that the proposed method can also be applied to the full-wave PEEC system 

matrix. In the full-wave, Lp and P should also represent the retardation (delay) between the corresponding 
volume cells and surface cells, respectively. This is accomplished by keeping a history of the current 
vector IL and the potential vector Φ, and also most of the mutual terms in Lp and P move to the right hand 
of the system equation (in b), resulting in sparse Lp and P [10]. But overall, the structure of the system 
matrix conforms to the structure of the quasi-static case in (1) and therefore the same factorization method 
can be used in a full-wave PEEC solver. Also, the sparsity of Lp and P can be advantageous if proper 
numerical libraries are used in the code implementation. Most of the numerical libraries have different 
implementations for sparse matrices which can significantly speed up the matrix operations.  
 

4. Numerical Experment 
 

 
(a) (b) 

Fig. 2. (a) The L-shaped TL and (b) The circuits connected to it. 
 
In order to show the speed up gained with the proposed factorization method, an L-shaped transmission 
line (TL) connected to linear and nonlinear circuits has been studied. The L-shaped TL is located 0.5 cm 
above a ground plane, depicted in Fig. 2a. The TL and the ground plane are shown in black and gray, 
respectively. The TL is 1 cm wide and 1 µm thick and 34 cm in length, and the ground plane is 1 µm thick 
plate with a slot in the middle. A parallel RC circuit is connected between one end of the TL (the top right 
red circle on the figure) and the ground plane. A cascode BJT amplifier with two BJTs and bias circuit is 
connected to the other end of the TL (the bottom left red circle on the figure) and the ground plane. The 
schematic of the TL and the circuits is presented in Fig. 2b. Discretization of the structure using PEEC 
results in the system matrix A of the size 2504×2504 where nP=849, nL=1616, and nX=39. According to 
(1), when ∆t is constant between the iterations, only nX=39 rows, compared to 2504 rows, might change, 
which means that 2465 rows of matrices L and U of the LU factorization could be exactly the same 
provided that the scheme presented in (4) has been employed. The time domain solution has been obtained 
by three approaches,  

(T1) LU factorization with partial pivoting,  
(T2) The proposed factorization with a constant ∆t for the whole simulation,   
(T3) The proposed factorization with a different ∆t for each time point, 

In Table I, simulation times for the three different approaches (T1)-(T3) have been presented. In this table, 
time for common operations such as updating A or solving the factorized system has not been included. 
Each of the simulations has been performed for 100 time step and takes 367 iterations (an average of 3.71 
iteration per time step). It can be seen that (T2) shows a significant improvement regarding the simulation 
time compared to (T1). An average of 6508/367≈17.7s is required for the LU factorization of A. By 
looking at the times for (T3), FACTOR1() takes an average of 2039/100=20.3s from which 17.7s is the 



LU factorization time, hence 2.6s has been spent on step (a4). In other words, extra mathematical 
operations (calculating W1, W2, and W3) imposed by (a4) take 2.6s for each time point and the calculated 
matrices will be used in the next successive 2.7 iterations. Changing of the time step might not be 
necessary in every time point and depends on the dynamic time step mechanism used in the solver [8]. 
The worst case scenario is the change of ∆t at each time point (T2), which takes about one third of the 
simulation time for full LU factorization (T1). 
 
Test case (T1) (T2) (T3) 
LU factorization 6508s - - 
FACTOR1() - 21s 2039s 
FACTOR2() - 17s 12s 
Total 6505s 38s 2051s 

 
6. Conclusion 

 
A novel factorization scheme has been proposed for the PEEC systems of equations where linear and 

nonlinear circuit components are attached to the EM structure. The method takes advantage of the pattern 
existing in the system matrix of the PEEC systems and the relationship between the LU factorization of 
the system matrix in consecutive iterations. The method has been implemented in a developed solver and 
time comparison has been made between the presented method and the LU factorization with partial 
pivoting. The numerical experiments show that the presented method is dramatically faster than the 
standard LU factorization. This method can be applied to the full-wave PEEC as well as the quasi-static 
PEEC, where in the full-wave implementation the sparsity of the matrices can be considered in selecting a 
proper numerical library.  
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